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                The search for new sepsis drugs continues apace, but now, more than ever, experts say that overlooking the heterogeneous nature of this condition will derail any hopes of proving that these therapies work under the strict scrutiny of a large-scale, randomized clinical trial. â€œIt's exhausting to watch drug companies come out with a compound that they are excited about and then evaluate it in a way that was done in the late 1980s,â€� says Derek Angus, a critical-care specialist at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine in Pennsylvania.
The problems begin with study endpoints. In a commentary published late last year, Angus points out that many patients remain hospitalized beyond the 28-day period typically used as the primary clinical endpoint in phase 3 trials (JAMA 306, 2614â€“2615, 2011). He suggests that trials should focus on a larger window of time and perhaps even shift the focus of drug development in sepsis toward manipulating the patient's immune response further out in time than just a month.
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